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—“that mt way may be known upon earth,

VOL. IV.

saving health among all nations.”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1834.

REV. M. T. C. WING, 1DITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRfcITER.

THE MI SSI ONA 1
It is a glorious task to seek
Where misery droops the patieit head;
Where tears are on the widow’s deck,
Where weeps the mourner o’ertlie dead.

These are the moments when tlielieart
Turns from a world no longer Ivar;
These are the moments to impart
The only hopes still constant here.
1'hat hope is present in our land,
For many a sacred shrine is there;
Time-honored old cathedrals stand;
Each village has its house of prayer.

O’er all the realms one creed is spread,
One name adored, one altar known;
If souls be there in doubt or dread,
Alas! the darkness is their own.

The priest whose heart is in his toil,
Hath here a task of hope and lore;
He dwells upon his native soil,
He has his native sky above.
Not so beneath this foreign sky;
Not so upon this burning strand J
Where yonder giant temples lie,
The miracles of mortal hand.

B

Mighty and beautiful, but given
To idols of a creed profane ;
i
That vast the shade of earth on heareft, '
By fancies monstrous, vile, and vain.
Here the pale priest must half unlearn
The accents of his mother tongue;
Must dwell ’mid strangers, and must earn
Fruits front a soil reluctant wrung.

His worth on hardened hearts must fall,
Hardened till God’s appointed hour;
Yet lie must wait and watch o'er all,
Till hope grows faith, and prayer has power.
And many a grave neglected lies,
Where sleep the soldiers of the Lord;
Who perished ’neath the sultry skies,
Where first they preached that sacred word.

But not in vain—their toil was blest;
Life’s dearest hope by them was won;
A blessing is upon their rest,
Andon the work which they begun.

Yon city, where our purer creed
Was as a thing unnamed, unknown,
Has now a s use of deeper need,
Has now a place of prayer its own.

And many a darkened mind has light.
And many a stony heart has tears;
The morning breaking o’er that night,
So long upon those godless spheres.
Our prayers be with them—we who know
The value of a soul to save,
Must pray for those, who seek to show
The heathen hop? beyond the grave.
r Sunday School Journal.
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GUTZLAFF’S THIRD VOYAGE.
The following very interesting paragraphs are from Mr.
Gutzlaff’s Journal of" his third voyage along the coast of Chi
na, published in the Chinese Repository.—Bost. Rec.

January 14rh, we changed our station and came
to anchor under an Island. The curiosity to see
the ship was great r here than at our former place,
and being less embarrassed by the presence of the
mandarins, we were able to live more quietly and
to extend our intercourse with the people. A
temple built on the island under which we lay, is

NO. 19.

very spacious and presents a real labyrinth, 4 he i a missionary to be impressed when he sees so great
priests had for a long time been desirous to get ! a nation under the abject control of disgusting
hold of a few Christian books, but when they could :J
~’---- - Whilst- walking here, I was strongly
idolatry?
not obtain them, they almost wept for disappoint reminded of Paul in Athens, when he was pass
ment. I had previously landed on the opposite ing among their temples and saw an altar dedicat
shore, where I was surrounded by multitudes, who ed “ to the unknown God.” For here we also fourtd
did not cease importuning me till they had got both a small hall and an altar covered with white
ten every book out of my hands. There are few cloth, allotted to the same purpose. I addressed
individuals who could not read, so that we may the priests who followed us in crowds,—for sever
entertain the well founded hope, that even the al hundreds belong to this temple; they gave the
smallest tracts will be perused to advantage. We assent of indifference to my sayings, and fixed
enjoyed the society of the natives very much.— their whole attention upon the examination of our
Combining intelligence and cordiality, they lost no clothes. It was satisfactory, however, to see that
opportunity of showing their friendship, or of mak the majority and intelligent part of them were so
ing pointed inquiries. What a field of missionary eagerly reading our books, that they could not
exertion do they present! Their hearts are open find a few moments even to look at us. The treat
to the impression of truth, and their doors for the ise which pleased them most, was a dialogue be
reception of its niessengers. We humbly trust in tween Chang and Yuen, the one a Christian and
the wise government of God, (which can defeat the other an ignorant heathen. This work of the
all the restricted laws of the most crooked policy,) late much lamented Dr. Milne, contains very point
that the doors to these parts will be soon thrown ed and just remarks, and has always been a favo
open.
rite book among the Chinese readers.
When T first went on shore, the people seemed
The high priest requested an interview. He
distrustful of receiving the word of salvation; some
ie was an old deaf man, who seemed to have very
of them hinted that our books merely containe d‘ little authority, aii’d his remarks were common place
the doctrines of western barbarians, which were enough. Though the people seemed to be great
quite at variance with the tenets of the Chinese ly embarrassed at our unexpected appearance;
sages. I did not undertake to contest this point their apprehensions gradually subsided; meanwhile
with them, but proceeded to adrs^relief to a we had the pleasure of seeing our ship coming to
poor man «ko woe almost blind, lie was affected anchor in trie roads. Having theVefore renewed
with this unexpected kindness, and turning towards my stock of books with a large store, I went again
me said: ‘judging from your actions your doctrines on shore. At this time the demand was much
must be excellent; therefore I beseech you, give greater, I was almost overwhelmed by the num
me some of your books: though I myself cannot ber of priests who ran down upon us. Earnestly
read, I have chrildren who can.’ From this mo begging at least one short tract, of which I had
ment the demand for the word of God increased, taken great quantities with me, I was very soon
so that I could never pass a hamlet without being stripped of ail, and had to refuse numerous appli
importuned by the people to impart to them the cations.
knowledge of divine things. In the wide excur
After having examined all the localities, we en
sions which I took, I daily witnessed the demand deavored to promulgate the doctrines of the gos
for the word of God. The greatest favor we could pel. Poo-to being a rendezvous for a numerous
bestow upon the natives, was to give them a book, Heet of boats, gave us great facility in sending
which as a precious relic was treasured up and books to all the adjacent places. Nor were the
kept for the perusal of all their acquaintance and people very slow in examining us and our books.
friends.
When their minds were satisfied upon the subject,
At a distance the island (Poo-to) appeared bar they became excessively clamorous for Christian
ren and scarcely habitable, but as we approached books. At first I had brought my stores on
it, we observed very prominent buildings, and shore, but finding that the great crowds bore me
large glittering domes. A temple built on a pro down and robbed me of every leaf, I entered in
jecting rock, beneath which the foaming sea dash to a boat and sat down, while multitudes of bois
ed, gave us some idea of the genius of the inhabi terous applicants were on the shore. They now
tants, in thus selecting the most attractive spot to waded and even swam in order to get near me,
celebrate the orgies of idolatry. We were quite and carried off in triumph the precious gift. Thou
engaged in viewing a large building situated in a sands and thousands of books have thus been scat
grove, when we observed some priests of Budha tered, not in this place only, but they have found
walking along the shore attracted by the novel their way into the provinces, for some persons took
sight of a ship. Scarcely had we landed when them purposely for importation. lie who oversees
another party of priests in common garbs and ve and directs all, will send them harbingers of sal
ry filthy, hastened down to us, chanting hymns.— vation with eagle-swiftness to ail parts.
When some books were offered them, they ex
In order to satisfy my mind respecting founding
claimed, “praise be to Budha,” and eagerly took a depository for scriptures and tracts in one of the
every volume which I had. We then ascended to temples, I took my station in the great hall which
a large temple surrounded by trees and bamboo. leads into the large temple. At this time I had
An elegant portal and magnificent gate brought taken the precaution pf guarding n.y back by the
us into a large court, which was surrounded with wall, that I might not be thrown down by the
a long row of buildings—not unlike barracks—but crowd. Within a few minutes the priests thronged
the dwellings of the priests. On entering it, the around me. Though they were urgent, they be
huge images of Budha, and his disciples, the rep haved politely, and begged, almost w Mi tears, that
resentations of Kwan-yin, the goddess of mercy, I would give them a few tracts. How joyfully
and other deformed idols, with the spacious and did they retire with the books under their arms.
well adorned halls,’exhibitep an imposing sight to
Thus we passed many days here, and the demand
the foreign spectator. With what feelings ought for the word of God, not indeed as such, but as
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is the effect of sympathy. It might have been sur may be a fountan of intelligence to his people
mised that there were human beings perish while the press nay make the cause of Missions
ing in the cold, pestilence or famine, but the its most prominent subject, and thus become the
q.
surmise would have done no good; they whom standing monitor to all.
the facts induced to contribute would have been
B£ O GRAPH Y.
induced by nothing else, and as they constitute a
large proportion of the community, there must
Foi the Gambier Observer.
have been among them very many who do not be
long to the family of Christ. Now is it reasona SKETCH OF 'HIE CHRISTIAN CHARACTER
OF RRS. R. H. HOPKINS.
ble to believe that such men would more readily
Christianity, s seen in the Bible, compared with
be induced to contribute to the support of human
life than Christians, men who have been awakened a consistent exlibition of it, as witnessed in the
to the value of souls, would be to the preserva life of the belie’er, strongly resembles the human
tion of immortal spirits in the heavenly paradise body, asleep, anc awake. In the former state, strik
for ever? No! Give them facts, let them know ingly beautiful t» the eye; and indicating much of
the actual amount of spiritual destitution there is that which realh exists, but wanting action, to ex
in the world, and the places, and the shapes in hibit it, in all its ust proportions, power, and gran
which it exists, and their inherent sympathy com deur. Who cat read such passages as these—
bined with an enlightened sense of duty will urge “ Chosen out oi the world, that ye should shew
them on, until the Messiah’s kingdom shall become forth the praise; of him who hath called you to
co-extensive with the world. It is not then the glory and virtie,”—“Ye are not your own, but
want of means; but the want of information that bought with a p ice, therefore glorify God, &c."
protracts tilt triumphs of the cross. Men cannot —“ Ye are a chosen generations royal priesthood,
see without light; Christians cannot be interested &c.”—without b’ing convinced of the zeal and de
in the cause of Missions without a knowledge of votion and total forgetfulness of self, which must
Missionary ground. Let those who have enlisted follow the belie/ing reception of such exhorta
under the Saviour’s banner, realize the full extent tions ; but how far does the reality exceed expec
of Gospel destitution in the world, and much that tation, when viewed in the life of Apostles, and
ought to be done would be accomplished; the cry Martyrs (if former days, or of a Martyn, an Ellis,
would not he every where, as now, “Give us men, and a Brlinerd of a later date. When believers
give us means,” for the necessity of it would be exemplify the holy, patient, self-denying, or the
superseded, and places more frequently would he courageous, invigorating doctrines of Holy Writ,
sought where aid might be advantageously be it is then that they are “cities set on a hill," as a
stowed than assistance demanded, by souls per spectacleto men and angels; then the dead letter
of principle, becomes the living epistle of prac
ishing for lack of knowledge.
IIow can the members of the Church become tice; andthe most careless of this world’s chil
From the Churchman.
dren are Compelled to acknowledge that the reli
better informed upon the subject of Missions?
MISSIONS.
Each individual has it in his power to obtain gion of Jesus when heartily embraced, forms a
To prove to Christians of the present day that some items of Missionary intelligence of which character worthy even of their esteem, nay more,
a Missionary spirit and the prosperity of the Church many of his associates may not have heard; it their desire. It was on this account, that the life
are inseparable, would be an effort as useless as the therefore becomes duty to let all such information of her wio is the subject of the following sketch,
truth is important. They cannot doubt it, for eve he collects be known to the extent of his power; proved tobe at once, the source of rejoicing to the
ry item of religious information they receive is i thus shall every man be the centre of an influence believer, ind astonishment to the unbeliever.
confirmatory of the fact. They know that in those
Mrs. R. H. Hopkins was born at Schoharrie,
parts of the world where their fellow Christians which, however small it may seem at the beginning, New-York,
Oct. 13th 1800. Childhood and youth
may in the end encompass the world, and in every
are most zealous in relieving the spiritual wants of small
religious circle, as in the solar system, every were unmarked with any peculiarities,except a mild,
others, spiritual blessings are most largely enjoy
may contribute to the motions of the others. retired, Inod^st disposition which kept her from
ed. They know that those denominations which part
it it be the duty for private members of the mingling in those scenes of gaiety and frivolity too
have been most unremitting in their exertions to Church to disseminate religious information (and common to persons of her age. In the summer
send the glad tidings of peace, to the benighted in who will doubt it,) how much more is it incumbent or 1816, in her 16th year, having become the sub
foreign lands, have most largely shared in the upon the watchmen in Zion! Must they, whose ject of divine grace, she united with the Episco
influences of the Spirit of God. Yes, all this they especial duty it is to tell these things, be excused pal Church in Manlius, Onondaga County, in her
know, and Christians in no one part of the world from the obligations of their office? Alas I that native state.
have yet occupied more than a moiety of their own they should think so—Alas! that they should for
In proof of the reality of this change, the fol
missionary ground. And why? For want of get that to them as a body must be attributed the lowing extract from her diary will be read with
means? a very small part of their superfluities want of Missionary zeal which, like a heavy cloud interest. Having resolved at the commencement
would have been sufficient for the purpose. For has darkened the day of our prosperity. Had our of each year to commit to writing a sketch of the
want of a proper spirit? that would be inconsis pastors thought and acted as they ought, each ru most important transactions of the past, she pro
tent with their religion. There is then but one
ler of the flock would have been a Missionary in ceeds—“ I also resolve three times a day to retire
other probable cause, and that is the want of infor telligencer to his people, and every congregation
for private meditation and prayer; and to present
mation. That the professed disciples of our Lord an overflowing treasury for the Lord.
my suplications at the throne of grace, in short
have been so lamentably deficient in their duty in
From pastors to the press the transition is easy: ejaculations, as often as any thing occurs without,
consequence of ignorance, and not through want they have situations and reponsibilities which on or within, which requires the assistance of a high
of ability or inclination, is at once the most rea
ly differ in importance and extent: the pastorspeaks
sonable and the most charitable conclusion. It is to a congregation, the press to the Church at large. er power; that during the busy scenes of the dav;
and the wakeful hours of night, I may hold sweet
the most reasonable, because it makes them the
We therefore expect to find in the editor the great intercourse with heaven; Lastly, I resolve to de
most consistent with themselves and the religion
er earnestness on the behalf of every thing that vote the most of my time to the acquirement of
they have embraced; the most charitable, because
can
promote the growth of vital godliness in the knowledge; to avoid as much as possible, all vain,
it is the best apology they can offer. But even in
this, their very best position, they will be found Church and the extension of her borders. Hap and frivolous company and amusements, that I may
to be exceedingly open to censure. Was not that pily such is the case. But even here, does the have the more time to improve my mind, not only
information within their reach? Could it not be subject receive the attention it ought? No! What in the wisdom of this world, but in that “which
had without money and without price? It could, journal is there in which the spirit of Missions is is counted foolishness with the world;’’ that which
and that simple fact brings to light a blot upon freely breathed? Some few there are whose title will sustain me in the hour of sickness, and distress.
their character of a hue which reason discovers to proclaims that they are devoted to that cause, but Should I live to old age, with my body enfeebled;
be more consistent with depraved human nature whose matter declares that they take as yet too when every thing without, has lost its power t»
than the Gospel of Christ, and which charity finds contracted a view of their duty. Some publica charm, I may then have a source of comfort with
tions thefe are which profess to disseminate reli in.” Sensible of her own weakness and insuffi
to be too large for its mantle to cover.
gious intelligence in general, but where in these 1 ciency to observe these resolutions, they are fol
We have then discovered that the guilt attend are the columns statedly devoted to Missions?} lowed immediately by a prayer.—“0 strengthen
ant upon the omission of a most important duty ! Occasionally, they tell us of some morsel of hea and assist me, Heavenly Father, to perform these
rests upon the whole Christian world; and in or ven-horn truth bestowed upon one who before ne few resolutions, I have made them, relying on thy
der duly to appreciate the enormity of that guilt, ver heard of the comfort and the joy of believing grace. O hear my prayer. Amen.”
let us see what, would liave*been the consequence on tiie Son of God, but they tell us no more.
On reading the above, we cannot but be impress
if the duty had been faithfully performed.
Brethren, let us awake. The prosperity of the ed with the power of divine grace.
In very inclement seasons few or no efforts are Church depends greatly upon our several efforts.
At an age, when expectation is most ardent, and
made 'to relieve the wants of the sufierers until Information must be spread before we can expect the world offers its pleasures, in the most bewitching
some of those wants are known; and then by the an adequate supply of either missionaries or means. manner; we behold one of its votaries renouncing
operation of a principle which even the abandon- We can all do much. The private individual can its charms for ever; and cleaving to the Lord,
doned cannot control, the most strenuous efforts gather his information, impart it to his friends and with full purpose of heart. With a mind enlight
lire made as long as the necessity remains. This send it to the press,—the minuter of a Church ened to discern between good and evil, w« tit

being a new doctrine, increased daily more and
more. We afterwards visited several other islands
belonging to the Chusan group, which teemed with
inhabitants. There are less obstacles here to the
promotion of the gospel than in many islands in
the Pacific. They are far more populous, and
their inhabitants are very thriving people, no-ways
deficient in natural understanding. English ves
sel!’ visited them occasionally, during the last half
century, but they have never been accurately
known by any European navigator; therefore we
took the trouble to explore them as far as circum
stances would permit. The great Chusan has high
towering hills, and splendid fertile vallies, some of
which are alluvial ground. There are perhaps one
million of inhabitants. Besides other places on
its coast, we visited Sin-keamun, a fishing vil
lage, with a harbor sheltered from all winds—but
the very seat of iniquity. The natives here crowd
ed on board; they wanted books, and insisted upon
having them; my great stock being almost exhaused, they offered money and besought me not
to send them empty-handed away. On one occa
sion 1 had taken some on shore; several sailors
acted as my safe-guard. We ran for a long dis
tance to escape their importunity, but finally they
overtook us and 1 was literally plundered. Those
who gained their point, returned shouting, whilst
the others left me with a saddened heart, and ut
tering reproaches that I had not duly provided for
their wants. For days I have been solicited, but
I could not satisfy the craving desire. 1 promis
ed to return with a large supply, and hope that
God will permit me to re-enter this sphere.
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her putting on one side the pleaiures, and allure The laugh and sneers, the cold neglect of former I all times that a latent prejudice may exist in his
ments of the present hour, with tie determination associates, the most severe perhaps of all the cross-1 mind, that he is not viewing things in the light of
to secure those blessings* whicl might “sustain es which the young Christian is called to bear;) truth, but endeavoring in a preconceived sentiment,
her in the hour of sickness and distress;” when, no! not even “all the hosts of hell arrayed against| He would then be led to watch with unceasing vigiwith “an enfeebled body, every fling without has her,” she declares, shall be able with divine aid, to 1 lance against a state of mind so calculated to impede
lost its power to charm.” May we not ask what hinder her from fighting the good fight of faith. I his progress, so likely to lead him into error. He
power, short of divine, could haie enabled her to How consistent with the language of that truly : would unceasingly importune the Spirit of truth
made so wise a decision! Anotler point deserv scriptural formulary of our church, the commu- ' to enlighten his mind, to lead it into the truth, to
ing consideration, is that utter reiunciation of any nion service- were the views of the subject of this pour upon the pages of the volume lie had dictat
self-dependence, which is visible in the preceding memoir. That teaches the communicants to say, ed the light of Heaven. The result would be a
extract, and which ever follows a real change of “Here we offer and present unto thee, ourselves, rapidly increasing knowledge of the Word of God;
heart. The language of her prtyer is the senti our souls and bodies to be a reasonable, holy and liv higher comforts and consolation in dwelling upon
ment of one of our collects. *0 Lord, foras ing sacrifice unto thee.” And again, after having its precious truths, and a firmer establishment of
much as without thee, we are not tble to please thee, eaten of the emblematic bread and wine, these {the mind and heart in the faith of the Gospel
fo" and “ without thee we cannot tand upright, fyc.” words are put into the mouth of the worshipper,
C.
And seeing herself in the nidst of so many “and we most humbly beseech thee, O Heavenly ;-------------------------------dangers, trials, and temptations; she determined Father, so to assist us with thy grace, that we may
WILBERFORCE RICHMOND.
to present herself, at a throne o’ grace, not only do all such good works as thou hast prepared for us
We have seldom read any thing more perfect in its kind,
thrice a day; but hourly to live in prayer—“to to walk in.” Our departed sister knew nothing of than the subjoined letter, lately presented to us by the New
pray always,” “without ceasing” in secret ejacu a dead faith—hers worked by love: first tended York Journal of Commerce. The person who can read it
emotion, must be possessed of a more than common
lations for that power which coneth from above; to purify her own heart; and then led her forth without
apathy in regard to all that is beautiful in moral sentiment.
and which alone can sustain the’soul.
to inquire, how can I best express iny devotion to Most readers will understand, without being told, that the fa
Jan. I. 1817.—In taking a refipspect of the pre my God by doing good to my fellow creatures?
ther of the interesting family here brought into view, Legh
ceding year, she writes,—“Ibw has my mind
What a compound of contradictions is the Chris  Richmond, was the author of the “ Dairyman’s Daughter,” the
altered within the last year. Things, formerly tian life, as visible in the preceding extract. How “ Young Cottager,” and several other religious publications of
a like excellent character—(Pittsburgh) Friend.
pleasing, have become disgusting,—amusements, dauntless, and yet, at times how timid; how con
Messrs. Editors,—If reports, and counter re
whice 1 once partook of with delight, are now in fident, and again how distrustful! but all these
supportable. And why this change? Am I de seeming contradictions are reconciled, when con ports and messages, leave sufficient room in your
ceived, or is it a reality, that I, who was once led sidering the believer’s weakness in himself, and his columns for the insertion of the following beautiful
captive by Sinand Satan,am nowmadefreethrough strength in the Lord—“ without me ye can do letter, which I believe has never yet been publish
the blood of the Redeemer? Yes! I feel that it nothing.” “ I can do all things through Christ who ed, you will, I doubt not, oblige a large portion of
your readers.
B.
is a truth, a glorious truth; one which all the rich strengtheneth me.”
es, the honours, the pleasures of this vorld, would
Letter
written
by
Charlotte
Richmond,
in
her
1th
On this point the following prayer deserves at
not tempt me to abandon. No! Alt tough those tention.—“O merciful Saviour, strengthen in my
year, to her sister Mrs. Marshall, in Scotland, on
of my own age may laugh, and sneer; though they heart the holy desires which thy grace has awaken
the death of her brother Wilberforce Richmond.
may prefer the society of the gay to mine; and ed ; and enable me to perform the vows and reso
My dear Mary,—It is a longtime since I wrote
though all the hosts of hell, should set themselves lutions which I have made of loving and serving to you; but I have not forgotten you, for you know
in art ay against me: yet, with the assistance of thee; of amending my ways, and my doings; and I love you very much. Were you not sorry to
my heavenly Father, I am resolved to fight the good of devoting myself with ail the powers and facul hear dear Willy was dead, and I asked them why
fight of faith; to forsake the world, the flesh, and ties of my soul to thy service. I beseech thee, they cried so much. He did not look any differ
the devil; and manfully to fight under his banner, pour into my heart the abundanco of thy grace. ent, only he looked a little pale; so I did not think
unto my life’s end. All this my sponsors promis O keep me that my footsteps slip not.” Amen.
this meant dying; but they told me dear Willy was
ed for me, at my baptism, which I have within the
k To be Continued.}
dead, and would never speak to me any more. It
last year, ratified and confirmed, in the holy rite
made me cry very much too; but poor papa
of confirmation* Nor is that all,—I have entered
RELIGIOUS.
cried the most, and took him up in his arms and
into covenant with my God, and bound myself by
kissed him very often; so did poor Fanny and ma
For
the
Gambfer
Observer.
the most solemn engagements, to devote the resi
ma, and Mrs. Gasking; and it was a sad, sad time.
STUDY OF THE SC^l^TURES.
due of my life to his service. Yes! in eatiisg the
Then papa went into the parlor to tell I.egh, for
flesh, and drinking the blood of my Saviour, Je
The rule that the scriptures should be studied all the others were at Church; and papa told him
sus Christ, I have fulfilled his last, his dying com without prejudice, though very obvious, and ad he was crying for joy, because deav Willy was in
mand. I have publicly avowed myself to be his mitted on all hands, is far too little observed in heaven; and then Legh cried too; but I do not
disciple, and that I will not be ashamed to confess practice. Otherwise, how can we account for the think Legh cried for joy, for he looked so sad and
him before men. I have promised to follow his great number of various, and in many cases, con cried so much, l’apa took us into his study, and
example: like him to do the will of God; to go tradictory interpretations put upon controverted made a beautiful prayer, and thanked God very
about daing good; to forgive and love my enemies; passages. We cannot impute dishonesty and want much fo; Willy’s being in heaven, and asked God
to be pitiful, courteous, tender-hearted, not ren of sincerity to those who arrive at different con to let all his brothers and sisters and papa and rnadering evil for evil, nor railing for railing, but con- clusions on the meaning of texts of Scripture; at, ma go there too; and papa told us to pray that
trawise, blessing; to pour the balm of consolation least, not in a majority of cases. Nor can we at- [ God would take us to that holy place where our
into the heart of the afflicted and distressed; to tribute these varying results of scriptural investi Saviour and Willy and the babe are, and where
comfort all that mourn; to visit the fatherless and gation, to different degrees of intellect, or of in they will never die again, and live with God, and
widows in their affliction and to keep myself un tellectual culti”ation. For the intellects that thus be to very beautiful and glorious. I will tell
spotted from the world. All this, and much more differ often possess, as far as we can judge, equal J you what dear Willy said to me when lie sent for
have I hound myself to perform by partaking of original and acquired powers. And besides, no me on Sunday. He told me to come and kiss him,
the Lord’s Supper. And should I not punctually thing but sincerity and the common understanding and he said to me, “When poor Willy dies, shall
fulfil these engagements, I shall justly draw down of things that all possess, is requisite to ascertain you be sorry?” I said, “O yes, dear Willy,” be
upon my own head the punishment which this co the true meaning in most instances. We can ex said, “Oh but I am gojng to God in heaven, dear
venant was designed to avert.
plain the fact of these differences of sentiment Charlotte, and you must be a good girl and come to
Now I feel, deeply feel, my inability to perform only by supposing some prejudice to exist in the me in heaven; but then, promise me before I die,
my vows, placed as I am in the midst of a wicked mind, unsuspected altogether by the possessor of that you will never come out of your room in the
world; surrounded with temptations; beset with ] that mind. Without being at all aware of it, he morning cr lie down at night without reading the
dangers; the enemy of souls, “asaroaring Lion, comes to the Bible with preconceived opinions.— bible or praying to God,” I said I would not, and
walking about seeking whom he may devour;” my He virtually does not seek to know what the Scrip I hope I do not. Dear Marv, I want very much
young companions watching, with a scrutinizing tures say on any point, but to impose his own mean to be good and go to God and dear Willy in Hea
eye, my every word, and action. 01 how une ing on what he reads. The Bible therefore speaks ven. Dear Willy said, ‘I will give you something
qual am I to the task; but “I can do all things in different meanings to different minds; and yet to remember me by when I am dead, and you must
through Christ which strengtheneth me*” In God the truths of this blessed Book are as unchangea often repeat it. ‘Suffer little children to come
is my hope. He it is that has preserved me; that ble as He who dictated them. They are view unto me and forbid them not, for of such is the
has kept me from falling, until this time; and ed, however, too often through the discolored me kingdom of heaven." He said, “Jesus said this,
in him alone is my trust; for, of myself, I can do dium of prejudice. The objects, thus looked at, and dear Charley may come too, and he will love
nothing.”
are tinged, and in their influence on our opinions you, and fetch you also to heaven.” Then he told
“The kingdom of Heaven,” said our divine and practice, changed. If by reflection we could me to say it to him before he died, and I said it to
Teacher, “is like unto a tradesman,seeking good give the precept of studying the scriptures with him, for Fanny had taught it to me a long time
ly pearls: who when he had found one pearl of out prejudice, a little of freshness, of novelty, its ago. 1 think it is a very pretty, verse, dear Mary
great price, went and sold all that he had, and importance would be vastly magnified to our ap- do not you? I can say a pretty hymn about it.
bought it.” (Matt. xiv;46.) The conduct of Mrs. prehensions. It is to be feared however, that it is 1 Willy died in Fanny’s room, in her bed. Some
H. appears from the foregoing extraetto have been one of those rules, which we have so often heard, times she lets me sleep with her, and it makes me
and are so ready to admit its correctness, that it think of him so much. They laid him with the
the same.
baify in the Church, and we all looked at him; it
Having found the gospel, what all believers have has lost much of its influence upon us.
It is certainly becoming a being as ignorant as looked so dark and sorrowful, but the coffin was
ever found it “a glorious truth,” she deter
mines at all costs, to hold that fast which she had. man by nature is of spiritual matters, to suspect at1 very pretty. It was blue, and it had silver angels
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the year, reckoning from the first appearance of
on it, and one angel had a Bible in his hand, and j pointing, they are quite unintelligible. But the the new moon, wlich at that time of the year might
pointed to the word “Eternity,” and it was some- (learned Dr. Prideaux, by altering these stops, makes be on the evening of the day next after the change,
ting very pretty. I think papa said it was a pot the sense very plain; and, as he seems to me, to if the sky was cear. So that their 14th day of
of incense, hot I forget what it meant. There have explained the whole of it better than any the month answers to our 15th day of the moon,
was a beautiful basket upon it, and “ Wilberforce ’ other author I have read on the subject, I shall
which she is full. Consequently the passover
was wiitten upon the coffin, and “aged 18;” and set down the whole of the prophecy according on
was always kept in the day of full moon.
as
he
has
pointed
it,
to
show
in
what
manner
he
Mr. Tandy told us to look, for it was the last time
And the full moon at which it was kept, was that
we should see my dear brother, and it made me cry has divided it into four different parts.
Ver. 24. “Seventy weeks are determined upon one which happered next after the vernal equinox.
very much to leave him in that dark place, and so
did every body, papa and Mr. Grimshaw; but thy people, and upon thy holy city, to finish the For Josephus expressly says, (Antiq. B. iii. ch. 10.)
they told me he did not sec the dark, for it was transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to “ The passover was kept on the 14th day of the
only his body, and his mind was in a holy, glorious, make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in month of Nisan, cccording to the moon, when the
light place above the sun, a long way, with God everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision sun was in Aries.” And the sun always enters
singing very sweet with the angels, and singing to and the prophecy, and to anoint the most holy. Aries at the instant of the vernal equinox; which
Jesus Christ on a golden harp, and a golden crown Ver. 25. Know therefore and understand, that in our Saviour’s t me fell on the 22 day of March.
The dispute among chronologers about the year
on his head, and shining all over very lovely, and from the going forth of the commandment to restore
it made Theopliilus and Legh and me give up and build Jerusalem unto the Messiah, the prince of Christ’s death, is limited to four or five years
crying, and Ann Palmer taught us to pray to be shall be seven weeks and three score and two at most. But, as we have shown that he was cru
like him and to go to him, and then she read us all weeks, the street shall be built again, and the wall cified on the day of a pascal full moon, and on a
about Willy and Heaven in the Revelation, and even in troublous times. Ver. 26. And after three Friday, all that we have to do, in order to ascer
showed me what he sung in the 4th chapter. You score and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but tain the year of his death, is only to compute in
will find it if you havea Bible, it is so pretty, and she not for himself, and the people of the prince that which of those years there was a passover full
then prayed. Every body cried, but every body shall come, shall destroy the city and sanctuary, moon on a Friday. For, the full moons anticipate
did not cry for joy, or they would not be sorry; and the end thereof shall be with a flood, and eleven days every year, (12 lunar months being so
and I walked with Theopliilus, and he had a cloak unto the end of the war desolations are determin much short of a solar year,) and therefore, once
made of black on, and it made me cry so much; ed. Ver. 27. And he shall confirm the covenant in every three years at least, the Jews were oblig
but Mr. Grimshaw had a white one on, and Mr. with many for one week, and in the midst* of the ed to set their passover a whole month forwarder
Ayre and Charles and Mr. Higgings, and a great week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation than it fell by the course of the moon, on the year
many more, and every body but papa and our to cease, and for the overspreading of abomina next before, in order to keep it at the full moon
brothers and Mr. Grimshaw read out loud, up the tions he shall make it desolate even until the con next after the equinox; therefore, there could not
church yard, some beautiful things about dying summation, and that determined shall be poured be two passovers on the same nominal day of the
and rising again, from the Bible. James the clerk upon the desolate.”
week, withii the compass of a few neighboring
could not speak for crying, for he loved Willy very
This commandment was given to Ezra by Ar- years. Andl find by calculation, the only passmuch; his little boy is ill—1 have got a pretty taxerxes Longimanus in the seventh year of that over full mow that fell on a Friday, for several
tree in my garden. Willy brought it from the king's reign (Ezra, ch.vii.ver. 11-26.) Ezra be years before or after the disputed year of the
field and planted it there—it grows so much I love gan the work, which was afterwards accomplished crucifixion, vas on the 3d day of April, in the
it. Once I remember he pulled a sprig off’ it, and by Nehemiah; in which they met with great op 490th year alter Ezra received the above-mention
ate the berries off it, and I take care of it for my position and trouble from the Samaritans, and ed eommissicn from Artaxerxes Longimanus, ac
dear Willy's sake, because beset it, and I am so others, during the first seven weeks, or 40 years. cording to Ptolemy’s canon, and the year in which
glad it is in my garden. The snow drops are all
From this accomplishment, till the time when the Messiah was to be cut off, according to the
out. Dear Willy looked like one of them when Christ’s messenger, John the Baptist, began to prophecy reckoning from the going forth of that
he was dead. His room was full of flowers and preach the kingdom of the Messiah, 62 weeks, or commission or commandment: and this 490th year
there were flowers in his coffin, but he looked the 434 years.
was the 33d year of our Saviour's age, reckoning
from
the vulgar sera of his birth: but the 37th,
frettiest. Do come, dear Mary, and comfort dear
From thence, to the beginning of Christ’s pub reckoning
7anny, and we will take you to dear Willy’s grave
from the true acra thereof.
lic
ministry,
half
a
week,
or
3|
years.
and show you where lie is in his pretty blue coffin;
And, when we reflect on what the Jews told
And from thence to the death of Christ, half a him, some time before his death, (Jnhn, vii't. 57,)
—but his soul is in heaven—only his body in the
coffin. I hope the worms will not come to him week, or 3£ years; in which half week he preach “ Thou art not yet fifty years old,” we must con
for a long time and spoil him, for he was so very ed, and confirmed the covenant of the Gospel fess, that it should seena much likelier to have
beautiful; but papa told me not to think of that, with many.
been said to a person near forty, than to one but
for God could make him more beautiful a great
In all, from the goingforth of the commandment, just turned of thirty. And we may easily suppose
deal, and I cannot help thinking of it; and The- till the death of Christ, 70 weeks, or 490 years. that St. Luke expressed himself in round num
ophilus prays with me in the nursery, and we pray
And, lastly, in a very striking manner, the pro bers, when he said that Christ was baptised about
that God will take us to dear Willy. Write to me phecy foretels what should come to pass at the the 30th year of his age, when he began his pub
if you please, dear Mary—pray do. and tell me expiration of the seventy weeks; namely, the de lic ministry; as our Saviour himself did, when he
about Willy in heaven. 1 love to hear of that best. struction of the city and sanctuary by the people said he should lie three days and three nights in
Good bye, dear Mary.
of the prince that was to come; which were the the grave.
I am, your affectionate dear little girl,
Roman armies, under the command of Titus their
The 4746th year of the Julian period, which we
Charlotte E. Richmond.
prince, who came upon Jerusalem as a torrent, have astronomically proved to be the year of thecruwith their idolatrous images, which were an abom
Prom Ferguson's Astronomy, edited by David Brewster, LL. 1). ination to the Jews, and under which they march cifixion, was the 4th year of the 202d Olympiad;
in which year, Phlegon, a heathen writer, tells us,
OF THE TIMES OF THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF
ed against them, invaded their land, and besieged there was the most extraordinary eclipse of the
CHRIST.
their holy city, and by a calamitous war brought
The vulgar aera o ’ Christ’s birth was never set such utter destruction upon both, that they have sun that ever was seen. But I find by calculation,
tled till the year 527, when Dionysius Exiguus, never been able to recover themselves, even to that there could be no total eclipse of the sun at
Jerusalem, in a natural way, in that year. So that
a Roman abbot, fixed it to the end of the 47L3tli this day.
what Phlegon here calls an eclipse of the sun,
year of the Julian period, which was four years
Now, both by the undoubted canon of Ptolemy,
too late. For our Saviour was born before the and the famous aera of Nabonassar, the beginning seems to have been the great darkness for three
hours at the time of our Saviour’s crucifixion, ai
death of Herod, who sought to kill him as soon
as be heard of his birth. And, according to the of the seventh year of the reign of Artaxerxes mentioned by the evangelists: a darkness altogeth
testimony of Josephus,'( B. xvii. ch. 8,) there was Longimanus, king of Persia, (who is called Aha er supernatural, as the moon was then in the side
an eclipse of the moon in the time of Herod's last suerus in the book of Esther,) is pinned down to of the heavens opposite to the sun; and therefore
illness; which eclipse appears, by our astronomi the 4256th year of the Julian period, in which could not possibly darken the sun to any part of
cal tables, to have been in the year of the Julian year he gave Ezra the above mentioned ample com I the earth.
period 4710, March 13, at 3 hours past midnight, mission; from which count 490 years to the death
at Jerusalem. Now, as our Saviour must have of Christ, and it will carry the same to the 4746th
From the New-York Observer.
been born some months before Herod’s death, year of the Julian period.
RELIGIOUS STATE OF GERMANY.
Our Saturday is the Jewish Sabbath; and it is
since in the interval he was carried into Egypt, the
Bolbec, (Lower Seine,) ISth Oct. 1835.
latest time in which we can fix the true sera of his plain from St. Mark, ch. xv. ver. 42, and St. Luke,
No
persons
engaged
in theological studies, can
birth, is about the end of the 4709th year of the ch. xxiii. ver. 54, that Christ was crucified on a think of Germany without emotion, both of plea
Friday, seeing the crucifixion was on the day next
Julian period.
sure and grief. It is undeniable that protestant
There is a remarkable prophecy, delivered to before the Jewish Sabbath. And, according to Germany has rendered the greatest services to the
St.
John,
ch.
xviii
ver.
28,
on
the
day
that
the
pasus in the 9th chapter of the book of Daniel, which
cause of theological knowledge. The learned
from a certain epoch, fixes the time of restoring over was to be eaten, at least by many of the Jews. men of Germany have freed ecclesiastical history
The Jews reckoned their months by the moon,
the state of the Jews, and of building the walls of
from many fables and legends with which it haa
Jerusalem, the coming of the Messiah, his death, and their years by the apparent revolution of the been loaded by superstition and the prefidious ar
sun:
and
they
eat
the
passover
on
the
14th
day
of
and the destruction of Jerusalem. But some pgTts
tifice of Romish theologicians. Mosheim in the
of this prophecy (ver. 25,) are so injudiciously I the month of Nisan, which was the first month of last century; and in our own, Schroech, Neander,
pointed in our English translation of the Bible,
• The doctor »ays, that this ought to be rendered the hal Staudlin, Hencke and others have written the an
that, if they be read according to those stops oft part of aha weak, not the saidtt.
nals of the Christian church with wonderful pa-
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tience of research and a rigid fidelity. The Ger and Hengstenberg at Berlin, Tholuck at Halle, the dead from their graves, to revive in the cradle
man scholars have also purified the text of the Sartorius at Dorpat, Krafft at Erlangen, &c.— of the Reformation a living faith, fruitful in good
Bible, after gigantic cares and labors; they have There is not a single university of Germany, where works.
Accept, &c.
G. de F.
availed themselves of the libraries of all the prin there are not found confessors of the truth, as
cipal countries on the globe, and have consumed taught by Jesus Christ and his apostles. The
From the New-York Observerlife in the difficult and ungrateful task of collat-1 books written in the principles of orthodoxy meet
Mr. Editor—A few days since a fact fell under
ing all the ancient manuscripts of the sacred books. with great success, and are circulated by thou
We need only to mention the name of Griesbach sands of copies. Many periodical journals now my observation, which I wish may be read and
to show the high value of the services which Ger appear, edited in an evangelical spirit, and the pondered by men of wealth. A collector of a
many has rendered to sacred criticism and her number of their readers increases every day. 'The Bible Society, auxiliary to the A. B. Society, in
meneutics. Finally, the scholars of Germany by Evangelical Gazette of Berlin, which has had to presenting his circular for subscriptions, came to
laboriously exploring the Jewish and Christian an struggle with many powerful obstacles, pursues its a young man who had nothing, but what he had
tiquities, have explained many passages of the Ho course with perseverance, and exerts more and earned with his own hands. This little stock of
money was the reward of toil, endured in sum
ly Scriptures, and laid the most solid foundations more a happy influence upon the religious opinions
mer’s heat and winter’s cold. But he loved the
for the science of Exegesis. Michaelis, Eichhorn of protestant Germany. The Journal of Missions
Saviour ardently and he loved the souls of the
and several others are celebrated in this department of Barmen, published by pious friends of the Gos dying heathen. When asked whether he could
of theology.
pel, reckons, it is said, fifteen thousand subscri give any thing to send the Bible to those who were
But, on the other hand, how deplorable that so bers. Rationalism does not regard itself as con without any knowledge of a Saviour, his reply
many German writers have been seduced by the quered, we acknowledge; it declaims boldly and was, “I wish that I could do much, but God
barren doctrines of rationalism! how afflicting to violently against the orthodox; in the universities requires me to do what I can,” and taking hi*
see 6uch learning and industry employed in the it still professes all its doctrines, in the journals it money from his pocket, he gave fifty dollars of it
support of a system which deprives Christianity still displays all its theories, without abating its to the collector. He was asked if he had not giv
of all its life, and reduces it to a dead and bar bitter invectives against what it calls pietism and en more than his means would allow. “ Will you,
ren trunk. In the middle of the last century, Sem- orthodoxy. Recently a Lutheran pastor and ec said he take $50 for your Bible, upon the condi
ler set the example of that bold and presumptu clesiastical superintendant of a province, (Mr. tion that you shall never receive another.” Re
ous criticism, which subjects the revelation of Roehr) has attempted to impose upon all candi ceiving a negative answer, he said, “Not take fif
God to human reason often doubtful and always dates for the evangelical ministry a completely ra ty dollars for one Bible? and do you still question
limited. This was the period when the king of tionalist confession of faith. Butin this struggle, the propriety of giving fifty dollars to send a hun
Prussia (Frederick II.) introduced into Germany as might have been expected, orthodoxy evident dred Bibles to those whose souls are just as pre
the scoffing and superficial philosophy of Voltaire ly gains ground; it goes forward while rationalism cious as your own, but who unless we send them
and the encyclopists. The example of Semler recedes; it raises durable edifices, while its antag this inestimable treasure will die ignorant of God
and Ernesti readily found numerous imitators onist does but defend itself amidst ruins.
and the way of salvation? Oh, I have spent
The German people but feebly declare them sleepless hours upon my bed thinking of the per
among those theologians who were imbued with
the sad errors of infidelity, but who, not daring to selves, even at this day, between the two opinions ishing heathen, and the slumbers of the church
break suddenly from the Bible, and attack openly which divide the universities and the journals. This over their condition. I am resolved to do my duty,
all the doctrines of the Christian religion, found it people are slow to act; they are not carried away and others must bear the responsibility of doing
convenient to adopt a middle course. By these by enthusiasm. But every thing permits us to or neglecting theirs.”
A. B.
men Christianity was transformed into a cold reli hope that they will return gradually to the doc
gion, containing only abstract reasonings, empty trines of their fathers, and will rally around the
From the Sabbath-School Instructor.
syllogisms, and some precepts of morality. Its glorious standard of the Reformed faith, for which
CHILDREN’S WISHES.
mysteries are reduced, by forced and often ridi Saxony and Prussia contended for more than a
Do you not sometimes feel, children, that it
culous explanations, to simple allegories, to fables century. Already the revival has taken a deep
root at Berlin; and in Bavaria there appears to be would be very pleasant to have every wish of your
like those of the oriental poets.
adecided movement towards evangelical doctrines. hearts gratified ? Sometimes you have wished that
However, and I rejoice to be able to say it, there Religious meetings, so long abandoned, have re you possessed a great deal of money: at others
is manifest in Germany, a powerful reaction against commenced, and they increase, as at the time you have said, ‘O, how I should like to be a man,
the deplorable excesses of rationalism. I would when Spener founded the congregations of pietists and own a horse to carry me about!’ Perhaps
not have communicated to you the preceding sad in Germany. The Catholics themselves have shar you have reflected upon your condition, and wish
details, it I had not at the same time more grati
ed that you were placed in a different situation, or
fying news to give; for why touble you with the ed in this revival, principally in the city of Mu had other individuals to deal with. But to your
griefs of the Christian church? why rend the veil nich. Some Catholic ecclesiastics of Bavaria have wishes there is no end. I recollect perfectly well
which conceals her wounds, if we cannot point published writings full of faith and learning, in what I used to wish for, when I was a little boy.
which they profess opinions purely evangelical,
out the remedies? Glory and blessing be render
sap the foundations of the papal power, by As I lay awake at night, I used to think how hap
ed to the Lord! From all parts of Germany, men and
attacking the celibacy of the priests and the dan py a rich man might be, and wished that I might
are returning to the Gospel, and rationalism so
be so favored as to find a valuable mine. And
applauded, so boasted for thirty years, begins to gerous idleness of convents. Many members of then I would think what I should do with so much
the Romish clergy, prompted by the example of
meet a strong opposition.
Leander Van Ess, circulated copies of the word money as it would yield. I Would buy a house;
The theologians who shone in the first rank, dur of God in their churches, and have thus awaken a large three story house; keep ahorse; rideeveing the early part of this century, stopt on the ed that spirit of inquiry which Rome has always ryday; and sometimes ask this playmate to ride
brink of rationalism, uttering a shriek at sight of wished to stifle. To these encouraging facts we and sometimes that. I would not go to school any
the abyss into which Christianity was fallen. The may add. that the protestant king of Prussia and more; for that would do me no good; but I would
illustrious Reinhard, who, during his long career, the Catholic king of Bavaria seem both animated be happy with my money and enjoy myself all the
was the most eloquent preacher of Germany, by a truly religious spirit; they lavor all the in time, Ah! little dreamt I then of the future thor
had embraced in his youth the opinions of ration stitutions which are designed to re-establish the ny path that was before me. All was joyousness
alism; but in proportion as he advanced in age, reign of the Gospel in their states; and this no and hope. But what it’ I could have had my wish?
and had more experience of its effects on himself ble impulse, imparted from so high a source, will What if I had been possessed of great riches at
and his flock, he returned to the fundamental doc certainly not fail to produce powerful and happy that early age—where should I have been at this
trines of Christianity. His progress is strikingly effects on the mass of the German population. In moment? Instead of sitting at my desk, and wri
seen in the vast collection of discourses which he Pr ussia, a considerable number of men in office ting for the benefit of my favored little friends, I
delivered, and it is remarkable that his last sermon appear to be truly pious, and show by their pure might have been bending over a bunch of boiled
is on the text, Phil. iii. 8: “ I count all'things, but and self-denying life, that the profession of the junk, picking oakum, in some dark cheerless abode,
loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Christian faith is not with them an empty name.
with no kind friends; with none to love me or speak
Jesus my Lord.” Reinhard, having one foot al
Such are the principal details, which have reach a pleasant word. Or, I might have been reeling
ready in the grave, sets hitnself, in this discourse, ed me from different sources, respecting the reli from my daily work, in a fit of intoxication, car
to show that there is no greater happiness than gious state of Germany. The friends of the Gos ing for nothing buf to satiate my burning thirst.
that of being a Christian, and explains with force pel may entertain joyful hopes, and should render Or, I might ere this have gone down to the tomb,
the principal points of the Christian faith. Our to the Lord solemn thanks. May the day soon unwept an l unloved. And children, if you repine
theologians, Ammon at Dresden, Staudlin at come, when we shall see the German people re at your lot; think your task hard to perform, and wish
Goettingen, de Wette at Berlin, and now at turn to the church founded by their glorious re for your early years to pass away without desiring
Basle, and several others have experienced the formers, with the same faith, the same convictions, to gather knowledge, remember that to your dy
same change as Reinhard in their religious the same fidelity to the revelations of the will of ing day you may regret the misimprovement you
conviction. They were avowed rationalists in God I Germany, land of science, of learning, of made of the privileges you now enjoy. Without
their youth, they approached gradually the true patient study, will then serve the cause of God and wishing for greater blessings or favors, improve
gospel of Christ, and some have adopted per the Saviour with an energy and power not easily your present advantages and you will grow up re
haps alii the doctrines which they formerly re equalled by any other nation. The focus whence spected and beloved. Strive to make the most of
jected with a proud confidence in the sufficiency issued, in the sixteenth century, the light which your time by giving your attention to your studies,
of their own reason.
enlightened Europe, may yet become, in the pre and every day as you retire for the night, how plea
By the side of these theologians, but nearer to sent age, the centre of the religious movements of sant it will be to feel that you have made some im
the evangelical faith, we remark celebrated men the human race. Let us pray to God for the Ger provement in knowledge, and are wiser than when
who are openly and avowedly orthodox; Neander man people, and ask him, who by his power raises you arose in the morning.
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Tub Episcopal Church in the West__ Our readers will
perceive with pleasure the notice in another column lor the
consecration of Dr. Otky to the charge of the Diocese of
Tennessee. We take the opportunity which this gratifying
event naturally furnishes to compare the present condition and
prospects of our Church in the west, with what it was a few
years since, and we do it with no disposition to boast, 01 to
laud our own zeal and activity, (which, indeed, we must confess
to be far below, both in degree and singleness of purpose, 1
what they ought to he,) but in order that it may be seen in what
degree the multiplication of the means of grace in our Church
in the west has kept pace with the increase of population—
Could'similar comparisons be instituted by other denominations^
interesting and useful results would doubtless be obtained.
At the commencement of the year 1818, the Episcopal
Church had not been organised in the western states, and but
four of its clergymen were residents within their limits.—
During this year the Diocese of Ohio was organized and a
Bishop elected. From the occurrence of many unfavorable
causes, it appears, that. p.s late f s 1826 there had been out a very
small increase of this, number, .n Bishop Chase’s Address
to the Convention of that year, he remarks, that excepting
himself “the parishes of the Diocese had been blessed with
the regular ministrations of but three clergymen.”
The
whole number at that time was six. No other western diocese
had been organized, and it is presumed the number of Episco
pal clergymen then in the west, exclusive of Ohio, did not
exceed four. Of course there was but one organized diocese,
and one Bishop and tea clergymen constituted the ministry of
the Episcopal Church in the west, eight years ago. Within
the same limits there are now seven organized Dioceses, three
Bishops, and sixty Clergymen. There i- much to encourage
the hope, that this rapid increase may continue. The want of
clergymen appears to be more and more felt, and the calls for
their ministrations are undoubtedly mere urgent and numer
ous than when eight or ten supplied the whole west. We
cannot conclude these remarks better than by adopting the lan
guage of the Episcopal Recorder in reference to the same portion of our Church.
“ May their numbers, he abundantly increased, and through
the united labors of Bishops and clergy, may not only the out
ward form of the Church be extended, but through its instru
mentality the “Gospel of Christ be truly preached, truly re
ceived, and truly followed,” wherever it is known.”

Church. There is then, a large reponsibility laid upon the
society, in the support and adequate provision for such an in
stitution. God is making it an important instrument of good,
and much may be expected to result from it, to the benefit of
the Church, if it he cheerfully and liberally sustained.”
Appeal of the Missionary Society.—The editor of the
Missionary Record says in reference to this effort to obtain
funds:—“ We have the pleasure of acknowledging the follow
ing sums as the first fruits of the foregoing appeal; and indulge
the hope, that there will not be found a Church within the
limits of our communion, that will not promptly respond to
the call of the Committee, and extend to the Society the aid
it so greatly needs.”
$133 29
From Christ Church, Philadelphia,
200 00
a female member of do.
114. 16
St. Peters Church, do.
do.
St. Paul’s
do.
200 00
do.
114 36
St. James’ do.
St. Stephen’s do.
do.
180 00
St. Andrew’s do.
do.
200 00
do.
St. John’s do.
100 00
Trinity
do.
do.
50 00
Grace
do.
do.
30 00
St. John’s do. Carlisle,
31 74
Church of the Ascension, N. Y.
263 68
St. George’s Church, Hempstead, L. I.
25 00
St. Peter’s Church, Perth Amboy, N. J.
8 00
Trinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass.
8 00
St. Mark’s Church, Orange, N. J.
4. 00
$1665 23
We are gratified in being able to add that the sum of $120
has been subscribed in this parish in answer to the same call.

Christian Library.—The last number of this periodical
contains ti very interesting memoir of Miss Mary Jane Gra
ham by the Rev. C. Bridges. The Christian experience of
this young lady, was in some respects peculiar. She possessed
uncommon strength of mind; and her literary attainments,
were much more than ordinary. At one period, her religious
hopes were obscured by the doubts and gloom of infidelity, and
it was not until after long and painful exercises of mind, that
light and peace were restored. Ilcr rpiritur.1 attainments
seem to have fully equalled her intellectual.
These are
happily exhibited in the memoir, chiefly by extracts from
her correspondence, and her published work, “The test of
truth.” It is at once an interesting and instructive piece of
Christian biograpny. We have marked a few extracts for in
sertion in our columns.

the American Episcopal Church. He is canonically connect
ed with the diocese of Pennsylvania__ Prot. Epii.
Conformity of a Dissenting Minister to the Church
England.—The author of the letter from which the fol
lowing is an extract, has entered himself at the College of St.
David’s, with a view to the ministry of the Church of Eng
land, under the auspices of the Bishop of St. David’s._ Epis.
copal Recorder.
“From the many reasons which I have for conformity I
select the following:—
“1. I believe the doctrines of the Church of England to
be purely scriptural, built upon the foundation of the Apos
tles and Prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief Cor
ner-stone.
“2. I believe it to be unjustifiable and sinful to dissent m
practice from that vast body of the Church with which I agree
in principle.
“3. I believe that the divided state of that Church which
should be one, as the Father and the Son are one, and which
must for ever be one in heaven, is one great cause why Chris
tianity has not prospered more than it has.
“4. I believe that the Established clergy have a better op
portunity to declare ‘the whole counsel of God,’than Dis
senting ministers.
“Thomas Williams,
“Independent minister, Pembroke Dock.
“ P. S. Some may allege, that I seek to enter the Church
for the sake of her emoluments. Be it known to such, that
mv present income, of from £80 to .€100. per annum, it
more than I shall perhaps ever have in the Establishment,
should I ever be privileged to enter within her pale: and that
I must sacrifice for my further qualification for the sacred
office a few hundred pounds. I trust, therefore, that in the
sight of God I am honest and disinterested in the resolution
to which I have arrived; and that as my motives are pure, so
far as I know them, 1 may steadfastly look for the Divine
blessing on the course to which I now devote myself.—T. W.”
of

Bishop Fabricius, says Dr. P’nkerton, in a letter dated Hernhut, Sept. 15, 1833; is in a state of great debility and declining
health, consequent upon long labor in the cause of Christ, bo
dily indisposition, and old age.
He had been obliged, from
these causes, about a year ago, to lay down his office, and re
tire from all public duties, but hoped still to be able to contin
ue the distribution of the Scriptures.
So reduced, however,
is his bodily strength, that he cannot write; and, therefore, he
finds himself obliged to resign this office also. For nineteen
years he lias labored with zeal and success in it; and has been
the honored instrument of disseminating in Lusatia and Bo
hemia, no fewer than 58,926 copies of Bibles and Testaments,
in the German and Bohemian languages, solely at the cost of
our Society, and upwards of 5,000 copies on account of the
Burnhut Bible Society.

Missionary Statistics__ In the American Quarterly Reg
ister for November, we find a long and elaborate summary
view of foreign masionary operations all over the world. From
this view we gather that the whole number is not far from
560. Of these, considerably more than half, about *310, are
supported by different English Societies, exclusive of about a
dozen supported by Scotch. The Germans support about 90,
and the Americans about 120, nearly half of the latter being
among the Indians of our own continent. The Jews have a
few, and the French Protestants a few, and some are support
ed by individuals. The Catholics do not appear to be included
in the estimate. Neither are the native “assistants,” or their
wives.
The Missionaries above named are distributed as follows:—
In Africa and African Islands 81; Ceylon 30; Asia 137 (of
which 120 are in India(; Mediterranean countries 49; Indian
Archipelago 11; Australia 10; S. Pacific 19; N. Pacific 22;
West Indies 107: Am. Indians 59; Labrador 17; Green
land 16; total in N. America 92.

Items.—President Bates and Prof. Fowler of Middlebury
College arc soliciting funds in Boston for the erection of an
additional college edifice, and the endowment of a new Pro"
Revivals in Ohio—We learn from our exchange papers
fessorship.
and other sources, that much moie than usual attention to the
A letter from Mr. Brewer in the Boston Recorder, men
subject of religion is pervading the northern part of this State,
and that large additions have in many places been recently tions the expulsion of the Bishop of Smyrna, and the ap
made to the Church. This is joyful news, and if it could he pointment of a successor, named Clirysanthos. The change is
»aid of all parts of our State, if, in all its congregations simi likely to prove beneficial to the cause of religion in that city,
lar results could be witnessed in answer to prayer, nnd the as the new Metropolitan is said to be a learned man, and has
faithful labors of God’s people, it would he indeed matter of recommendedwtlie opening of new schools, and the reading of
rejoicing, and eastern Christians, who have so freely given of the scriptures in families, as well as listening to them in the
«
their abundance to build up and establish our western Zion, Church.
“Triumph of Truth.”—A writer in the Dublin Christian
would have the happiness of seeing their labor of love not ex
The new Theological Seminary in Connecticut under the Exaininecr, in some remarks on the published accounts of the
pended in vain, and their bread cast upon the waters, return care of the “ Connecticut Pastoral Union” is to be located in last annual meeting of the British and Foreign Unitarian As
ing to them speedily and richly, in the thanksgivings of mul East-Windsor. The Rev. Dr. Tyler of Portland has been sociation, says:—
“A Member of the Committee” then told the Association,
titudes, who had been brought by their instrumentality from chosen President of the institution.
that as one instance of the “triumph of truth,” the lfajah
spiritual darkness, to the light and knowledge of the truth.
Rammohun Roy (who was present at the meeting) might be
METEOROLOGICAL RE GI ST E IL
This blessing has doubtless already been enjoyed by them in
mentioned. His Highness (we must, we think, henceforth
tome degree. But let western Christians seriously consider,
Date.
|Sun-rise. |2 o’clock. |9 o’clock. | Wind. | Weather. give the title to a “Rajah”) has already been cited as an ex
ample of the “triumph of truth,” by men of no less than three
whether they have done all in this respect that could reason
Jan’y. 15
w.
different creeds.
The pure Hindoo talks of the Rajah as an
7°
19°
Clear
32°
ably be expected of them. Have they reflected, that they are
16
12°
example of the “triumph of truth;” truth, in this avater. it
s.
Clear
39°
45°
not only under the common obligations and responsibility of
17
46°
Vcdantism.
The Deist—speaks of him as an instance of the
s.
Rain
52°
52°
18
“triumph of truth”—truth then means Deism. A “Member
47°
59°
w.
Clear
38°
all Christian people, to labor with all their powers to promote
19
of the Committee” cited the Itajah as a monument of the “tri
46°
w.
34°
Cloudy
40°
the salvation of their fellow creatures, and the glory of God,
20
umph of truth”—truth then meant Unitarian Christianity.
24°
w.
26°
Cloudy
14°
but that they are bound by an additional inducement to do it,
21
Poor truth! She triumphs three times; but is obliged as often
6°
20°
N. W. Clear
8°
from the consideration that the very means which they employ,
to take new shapes to herself.”
A curious illustration of the natural affinities of Unitarian-RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
have been furnished them by others for that end! To the
istn. Noscitur a sociis.—‘a man is known by the company he
liberality of our eastern brethren, the people of the west are
keeps.
’—Boston Recorder.
Ordination—On Sunday, Dec. 22d, in St. Stephen’s
directly or indirectly indebted, for no small part of the reli
Church, Philadelphia, Mr. Thomas Crumpton was admitted
A New Association has been recently organized, styled,
gious privileges which they enjoy. To be reminded of this to theholy order of Deacons, by Bishop H. U. Onderdonk.
obligation, will do them no barm, and may, if rightly consi Mr. Crumpton is to officiate in the new congregation of St. “The Central Association of Congregational Ministers and Chinch
es of the Slate of New York."
its limits embrace the coun
dered, lead to the faithful performance of duties, the discharge John’s Church, Laurenccville, (near Pittsburgh,) and also in j ties of Cayuga, Onondaga, Madison and Oswego. They have
the parishes at Butler and Kittanning, vacant bv the removal i just published a circular, signed J. Hale, Moderator, and J.
of which higher considerations may have failed to effect.
of the Rev. Mr. Hilton__ Prot. Epis.
Chadwick, Clerk, setting forth “the reasons of its formation,
Clerical Changes.—The Rev. William Hilton has re-j and inviting the friends of religion generally to a correspond
Bristol College.—This institution, founded by the “Epis reived and accepted a cal! to Christ Church, Alleghany, Pa. ! ence and co-operation. The reasons assigned are, a conscien
copal Education Society,” we learn from a notice by its Secre
The Rev. Joshua M. Rogers, from the diocese of New- tious preference for the Congregational mode of government;
tary, is in a highly prosperous condiiion. “ It contains nearly York, has received and accepted a call to Trinity Church, Ea- ) the belief that “serious evils have arisen in this section of our
ton Pa.
countiy and elsewhere, in consequence of a departure from
'Students. The greater portion of these, arcyoun" men
1 he Rev. Robert Dyce, a Presbyter of the Episcopal ■ this mode; the fact that many individuals and cl urches are “ifa’w pre desirous of a preparation for the ministry of the Church of Scotland, has been received as a Presbyter ofi flicted and dissatisfied” with other forms; the belief that sycb
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a body “will tend to suppress a sectarian spirit,” and that lukewarmness of Christians at home, than against the activity 1
Liberia.—The Liberia Herald, of Nov. 4th, is before us._
“special efforts to promote ministerial union and the spread of of the missionaries who are in the field.
e never could look at this modest little sheet, without a
the gospel, are demanded__ Western Recorder.
Extracts of Letters recently received from one of ! train of interesting reflections springing up within us. Its
size is about 20 by 24 inches: corresponding with that of most
From the [Edinburgh] Presbyterian Review.
the Ladies connected withthe Greea" Mission.—“July With,
of our newspapers before the Revolution, and equal, we think,
Conversion of the Jews.—We have been anxious for some 1833. The expectation that Athens will be the capital has : to that of our respectable and “time-honored” neighbor, the
time to present our readers with an account of the various so raised the rents, that it is impossible to make any arrange- j Virginia Herald, in 1796. But its contents—these we never
societies which are laboring to effect the conversion of the ment fora length of time; the prices asked are beyond all rea- ' contemplate without a pleased wonder, at the almost incredible
Jews. The information which we have been able to procure son. Our term for the house our schools have been kept in progress they betoken, in the yet youthful colony. In 1822,
is very scanty, and it does not come down to a late date, but it ! for the last 15 months expires the 1st of August; and when Monrovia was but a part of the howling wild, which pervaded
will, we trust, be found accurate, and must prove interesting we wished, we could not procure it for the coming year at any all that region of Africa. Now—in less than 12 years—it is a
to all who have at heart the eternal welfare of God’s interesting price.
neat ond flourishing village, of a thousand inhabitants; with
“I am happy to learn through the Recorder' that the public J
schools, well attended and well-taught; numerous stores, filled
people.
is
informed
of
our
having
commenced
the
Mission
buildipgs.
The number of Jews in the world is generally thought to
with rich and various merchandise; churches (three or more,)
be between seven and eight millions, and they are thus located.* If we bad not done so, we should have had to dismiss our 400 1 thronged at due periods with devout Christian congregations:
children,
or
give
$100
a
month
for
the
only
house
that
would
In Asia,
4,500,000
several military companies, well trained and equipped, and re
accommodate them. We hope to enter our building imme gularly drilled, and able to repel any probable attack; and
In Europe,
2,635,000
diately after the vacation which we have been compelled to give, above all, a NEWSPAPE It, at once the clearest sign and the
In Africa,
350,000
because we could not hold the one we are now in, and the oth most powerful agent of intellectual advancement!
In America,
3,000
In Great Britain and her dependencies there arc about 80,- er is not ready.”
On one of its pages, we find a long Historical and Geograph
“Sept. 15th. We have removed to our new house, and are ical account of Southern Africa. On another, are—a striking
000 Jews.
very
comfortably
situated.
I
have
six
Greek
girls
in
my
fami

For some time the operations of the Jews’ Society have
anecdote and some reflections, upon the moral influence of strong
been in no small degree suspended in consequence of the threat ly, four engaged in the school, one to attend to the household ‘ drink; a description of the great S. American Suction Fly;
work,
and
the
other
little
Annetta.
300
pupils
have
re-en)
ening aspect of affairs on the continent of Europe, and the
an extract from Bonnet, showing, from a survey of the hu
prevalauce of cholera. The distribution of books was as fol tered school since the end of the vacation, three weeks ago, and < man anatomy, that the hand, by which we are so “fearfullv
they are increasing.”
and wonderfully made,” must be divine; and several other ar
lows :
ticles, one of two columns’ length, and in a neat correct style,
Hebrew Bibles,
365
S
chools
in
L
iberia
.
—
A
meeting
of
ladies
interested
in
j
Portions of the Hebrew Bible,
2,996
detailing some particulars of the intercourse between the colo
the
cause
of
African
education
was
held
on
Monday
at
the
i
nial authorities and surrounding negro princes; a shipping
Judeo-Polish Pentateuchs,
627
chapel
ot
the
Beekman
Street
church,
and
after
addresses
by
list, announcing seven arrivals and ten departures within 20 day*
Hebrew Psalters,
83
the Rev. Dr. De Witt, the Rev. Mr. Breckenridge, and the preceding; and a list of prices current, from which we learn
“
New Testaments,
146
Rev. Wm. Jackson, a society was formed for the establishment that beef is worth $12 or $14 per barrel, bricks $8 to $10
“
Tracts,
13,096
of schools in Liberia, and particularly in the new settlement per thousand, candles 50 cents a pound, superfine flour $10 to
English Tracts,
8,020
Tbe meeting was well attended by J $12 a barrel, bar iron $3 to $5 per cwt., salt $3 to $3 50 per
■ About the beginning of this year there were at their school to be called New York.
members
of different religious denominations.
It is agreed, , sack, loaf sugar 18 to 20 cents a pound; &c. &c. The fourth
thirty boys and thirty-seven girls, and in the seminary there
were nine students; of these four have been appointed to stations we understand, that the funds raised in each church, for the 1 page has, among others, a strong Temperance article; but i»
in Europe, and one to Africa. There were in all forty-three support of teachers, shall be appropriated to tbe support of chiefly filled with advertisements: and these most plainly be
missionary agents engaged in promoting the cause which the such individuals, as may be selected by the members of tbe so- ; speak the commercial state of the colony. We observe three
Auction and Commission houses advertised. Randolph Coop
society sought to effect, of whom thirteen were converted Jews. ciety belonging to that church.—N. Y. Obs.
er tells tbe public that at the “Colonial Hotel” he will furnish
As a proof of the willingness of the nation to possess their
a surprising variety of aceommodationr: and he describes it as
oim Scriptures, it inay be mentioned that during a short visit
GENTERAX. SUMIflARV.
3 stories high—the first of stone, the other of wood—with 8
to the Jews of Algiers, one missionary sold eighty-one He
Hon. J. Q. Adams has declined being considered a candi private rooms, ceiled, papered or plastered. Sarah Mathews
brew Bibles, fifty-three psalters, and five copies of the pentaadvertises
“a private School for young girls,” where will b»
teuch; he also succeeded in inducing them to accept of a few, date for tbe office of Governor in Massachusetts.
taught reading, writing, sewing and working.
Hebrew New Testaments.
Professor George W. Eaton, late of Georgetown college,
These are specimens only, of what the Liberia Herald con
In London, Berlin, and Warsaw, small Jewish-Christian
congregations have been formed, and Mr. Cerf, a converted Kentucky, has been unanimously appointed professor of mathe tains. They cannot fail to give our readers a livelier, a more
Jew, was employed for sometime as a missionary among his matics and natural philosophy in the literary and theological reliable idea, of the progress that civilization is lucking in the
Colony, than whole pages of description not thus verified by
brethren in Edinburgh and Glasgow—three months alternate institution at Hamilton, New York.—S'. S'. Jour.
Testimony of Physicians.—We are gratified to learn, from evidences which cannot lie.
ly in each town.
Yet, in the face of all this evidence—to say nothing of vo
In France a considerable interest has lately been excited in an authentic source, that already nearly 1,000 physicians, from
behalf of the Jews, but they are said to be much less accessi every section of thecountry, have sent in their names to the dec lumes besides—there are men who doubt whether the Colony
ble since the revolution of 1830, as the politico-ecclesiastical laration of the 75 physicians of Boston, “that ardent spirit is of Liberia will succeed!—Political Arena.
changes consequent upon that event, permit them, they ima always hurtful, and is the fruitful cause of disease and death.”
Dr. Beaumont, a surgeon of the army, has just published
gine, to oppose Christianity more openly than they could pre The N. Y. State Society intend to give a list of all physicians an account of some very curious experiments on the human sto
who give their names to this testimony, in their quarterly pub mach, which lie was enabled to make for several years in succes
viously do.
In Holland, the efforts of the missionaries, two in number, lication: and it is hoped that no one of them in the Union, who sion, under most extraordinary circumstances. The facts in
are much retarded by the general ignorance of Hebrew which agrees in sentiment with that already expressed, will withhold respect to digestion, &e. will be a valuable contribution to phys
prevails amongst the Jews, and which leaves them almost at the weight and influence of his name. Every one who wishes iology ; but our purpose in referring to the volume is to quote
the mercy of the rabbinical interpretations of their false guides. to strengthen this power, should at once furnish the Executive one of the inferences which the doctor makes from his actual
In Germany, the number of missionaries is six.
The Committee of the N. Y. State Temperance Society with his observations, which is this, “that the use of ardent spirit always
Jews in many places were ready to acknowledge the finger of name and residence. Address E. C. Delavan, Albany.—N. produces disease of the stonutch, if persevered in. —S. S. Jour.
God in the cholera, and to confess it as a punishment for their Y. Evangelist.
A Paris paper states that Major Lee, a citizen of the United
sins, while in other parts the great mass have become altogether
The Last Lottery in Pennsylvania was drawn in Philad States of America, (a person of high literary attainments,) is
infidels.
The community have great preparing for the press a Life of Napoleon.
In Prussia there arc also six missionaries, but their schools elphia on the 28th December.
and teaching were suspended on account of cholera and the war reason to rejoice in the law which makes it penal to sell a lot
tery
ticket
in
the
State,
and
should
use their efforts to pro
which raged in the neighboring country. The teachers
FOREIGN.
have again, however, we learn, resumed their previous em mote the abolition of this source of evil from the whole country.
By the arrival of the packet ship Manchester, Capt. WleThe Governor of New Jersey lately attended a Temperance
ployments, and the schools arc beginning to be frequented as
derholt, at New York from Havre, wc are in possession of ad
Meeting in Elizabethtown, and addressed an audience of about
heretofore.
vices from the French metropolis to the 15tli of November in
In Poland there were nine missionaries, but the terrors of 2000 persons.
clusive.
pestilence, anarchy and war, and the desolations that have
The Gov. of Ohio is President of the State Temperance So
M. Lionne, editor of the Tribune, was found guilty on the
•wept over that unhappy country during the last three years, ciety of that State.
12th of November of a libel in that paper, on the King’s person,
have left them but little opportunity to pursue their labours of
The Secretary of War, Gov. Cass, is President of the Con and attacking the inviolability of the throne. He was sen
love.
tenced to one year’s imprisonment and a fine of twenty, four
gressional Temperance Society.
Missionaries have from time to time visited Palestine and
thousand, francs. The Editors who had copied the offensive
The
stage
drivers
of
Boston
have
formed
a
Temperance
So

other parts of Syria, but at present, in consequence of the suc
article were acquitted. The conductors of several of the other
cessful movements of the Pacha ot Egypt, and the law of tol ciety, and by their constitution made themselves liable to a papers bad also been punished by fine and imprisonment.
eration which he has issued, it would manifestly be premature fine of $5 for every violation of the pledge.
Tbe elections for the Provincial Councils had generally ter
The eighth ward Temperance Society in the city of New minated in favor of the existing order of things in the kingdom.
to draw conclusions as to the probability or improbability of
their future success from past failures. 1 n no region of the earth York has 4000 members.
Considerable excitement had prevailed at Paris and Lyons
perhaps have the Jews been so much despised and trampled on
A Temperance Society, consisting of forty members, has among the operative mechanics and manufacturers, and some of
as in Judea, under the Turkish sway; the foulest reproach been formed at Mowee, one of the Sandwich Islands.
the trades had turned out. They had found, however, that more
that could be thrown on a Turk was to call him a Jew, and this
The Genius of Temperance, Moral Lyceum, Temper was lost than gained by it, and had generally returned to tlicir
in Jerusalem!
The journeyman bakers formed an exception, mauy of
ance Advocate, and Temfkrance Agent, heretofore edited work.
Mr. Wolff has visited many portions of the east, and from
by Goodell & Hines, have all been merged into one, to be whom were arrested, and taken to the Prefecture of Police.
his various writings much interesting information may he
Spain.—-The latest accounts represents tbe affairs of the
gleaned regarding the opinions and belief ot tbe Jews resident called the Moral Lyceum and Genius or Temperance, and Queen as more favorable than heretofore. The rumor that
there; but one fact mentioned by Mr. Groves in his journal to be edited by C. C. P. Crosby.
St. Sebastian has fallen into the hands of tbe Carlists is con
According to the Revised Statutes, “All Lotteries in the
•erves better than a thousand volumes would do to tell us how
tradicted; and, in the unimportant engagements that had tak
deep-rooted and awful is their malignity against Christ. When State of New York, after Dec. 31st, 1833, are declared unlaw en place, tbe troops of the Queen bail been generally victo
they hear his name mentioned, or have occasion to mention it ful and a public nuisance.”
rious. The intervention of France in the contest is suspend
themselves, their constant practice is to curse him.
The
A lot of ground twenty-six feet front and Tear, and one ed. Gen. Sarsfield was on his march from Madrid to Navar
Saviour’s prayer, “Father forgive them, for they know not hundred eighteen and a half deep, sold in New York on Mon re and the Basque Provinces, with an imposing force, consist
what they do,” rises in a Christian’s soul when he bears of their day last for $22,700.
ing, it is said, of 15,000 men.
infatuation.
Death of Col. Clinton.—Col. De Witt Clinton died at
Germany.—The Germanic Diet held at Frankfort, 1k»« r«There are Jews’ societies in the capitals of the presidencies Matanzas on the 13th December ultimo. The deceased was
fused to grant a passage for the Poles into England without
in India, and their attention is directed at present to the edu tbe second son of the late Governor of this State. He was in
guaranties, which Switzerland, or rather Berne, cannot con
cation of the young.
the 29th year of his age, and for the last five had been attach sent to give. There is, however, some prospect of a permis
Such is the amount of the information which we have been ed to the corps of United States engineers.
sion for a passage through Frante, but only for the volunteers.
able to procure: it is scanty, but the scantiness of tbe intelli
The Second Chamber of the States General, at Wirtemberg
The number of daily papers in London is 12.
The city of
gence, proceeding as it does from the small attention that was
Total number of periodi has passed a resolution to petition the Government to abolish
till lately paid to the conversion of the Jews, tells rather of the New York has the same number.
cals in London, 67.
Total number in New York city, 61. the censorship of the press.
An insurrection has broken out at Preeburg and F.rlau, n»
•The number of the Jews is so uncertain and so variously Aggregate number of sheets circulated annually from the Lon Hungary. The soldiers fired on the citizens, and numbers
vtated that no dependance can be put on this conjecture. The don presses, about 21,000,000. Aggregate annnal circulation were killed. It was said tho Government had ordered the
It will be re
aggregate is several millions above the common tables. The from tbe N. York presses, 12,000,000 sheets.
Diet to close its session, and nu nerous regiment* to natrib ou
Dumber of those in America as here stated is hr below the ac membered, that the population of London is about five time* the disaffected point*,—Rat, Jut.
that of New York,
tual population.
S. S. J,
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___________ POETRY.____________
No original matter could be more appropriate to "our pa
ges tlian the following lines. Alas! that they are so. We
should like to know the writer whose heart has been so per
fectly in unison with our own. Harmony is grateful, though
the music be melancholy.—Flushing Jour.
From the Christian Mirror.
FAREWELL TO AN IMPENITENT PUPIL.
How can I bear to leave thee thus?
O, how endure to part
From thee, o’er whom I long have watched
With fond and faithful heart;
And know that thou art treading still
The sinner’s guilty path,
While o’et thy head there gather’s fast
The cloud of coming wrath?

No words of mine could make thee know
How deep my love hath been;
Oft have my tears in secret flowed
O’er all thy course of sin.
Oft in my lonely chamber I
Have bowed in humble prayer.
To make for thee, beloved one,
Strong supplications there.
And thou wilt bear me witness now,
IIow often I have tried,
With all a brother’s tenderness—
While seated by thy side—
To win thee from the way of sin,—
Have urged thee much to flee
To Him whose own heart’s blood was shed,
Most freely shed for thee.

And oft thy tears have flowed the while;
And it hath almost seemed,
That, on the darkness of thy soul,
The light of heaven had beamed.
And hope had cheered my anguished heart,—
Delightful hope, that thou,
Before the Saviour’s mercy seat,
Submissively wouldst bow.
Then have I watched the course of life,—.
Have looked from day to day,
To see if thou wouldst surely turn
To wisdom’s narrow way.
But soon, alas! my thrilling hopes,
Like morning mists, have fled;
And I have wept to sec thee still
The ruin path to tread.

Boston, Dec. 31. 1833.—Reminiscences for the day.—What
vast changes have occurred among us, since “two hundred
i years ago!” In 1633, “a son of Mr. Ilenry Oliver,” says
! the Annals of Boston, “was killed on the Boston Neck, by
the falling of a tree.” In the same year the town was rated
5 pounds tax by the General Court: and the same authority
ordered that Mr. Blaekstone should have fifty acres of land in
Boston—about a twelfth part of its area—he being “the first
European inhabitant.”
The Island “East Boston”—the
scene this season of such large calculations—was that season
leased for the annual rent of “a fat weather, or a fat hog, or
X’10 in money." December 1633, is also memorable for the
J extensive ravages of the small pox among the neighboring InI dians, 30 of them sometimes dying in a day—among whom
I were the famous Sachems John of Winnesimmet, and James
of Lynn Beach.
The only notable matter stated of 1733 is,
that then the first Lodge of the Free Masons was held in Bos
ton—which we find in Lewis’s Annals.'—Boston Mercantile
Journal.

Virtue or Oi.ive Oil.—An extraordinary effect of olive
oil is reported by Mr. Baldwin, the British Consul at Smyr
na, who observed, that among the numerous tribe of oil por
ters, not one were infected with the plague.
Led by this
hint, he proposed unction of the body with oil, to keep off the
plague, and the following was the result of the first taial; In
1792, twenty-two Venetian sailors lived five days with three
infected persons, all of whom died; but the sailors, who had
been repeatedly anointed with oil, remained free from the in
fection. Three American families, consisting of twenty-seven
persons, occupying the same floor, closely attended the sick of
the plague, but being daily rubbed with oil, wete preserved
from the infection. The nurses in the hospitals of Smyrna,
who attended the sick night and day, have, by the same meth
od, been happily preserved from the contagion.
After this,
the oil was employed in the first stages of the plague at Smyr
na, and with the happiest effect. The body was rubbed all over with tepid oil. A pint was esteemed sufficient to effect a
cure. The Caffres, who constantly smear the body with lard
or oil, remain free from yellow fever; and the Esquimaux
tribes, who regale on seal oil, remain also free; and when the
plague raged in London, tallow melters and butchers were
found exempt. Instead of clogging up the pores, as might be
suspected by some, the pores become open, and the oil produces
a salutary perspiration.

And now the parting hour hath come;
To other scenes I go;
Deep is the anguish of my heart.
To think I leave thee so.
I could endure to say farewell
Till life’s short day is o’er,
Could I hut hope to meet thee where
Farewells are heard no more.
But O, the fear—it rends my heart—
The fear that thou at last
Wilt far away from light, and hope,
And blessedness be cast;—
That the deep gulf which none can pass,
Our deathless souls will sever;
O, bow can I endure the thought,
That we must part forever?

Soon shall my warning voice no more
Haunt thy reluctant ear,
O, that I could persuade thee now,
That voice of love to hear.
And as 1 linger here awhile,
My last farewell to speak,
This parting charge, O, treasure up—
Thy soul’s salvation seek.

My poor, but earnest prayers for thee,—
The warnings 1 have said,
Will plant, if thou refuse to turn,
With thorns thy dying bed.
And, in thy prison-house of wo,
Thy thoughts of these will be
Like fiends, tormenting fiends, from whom
Thou wouldst, but canst not flee.
O, hear thou, then, the Saviour’s voice,
Which bids thee to be wise,
And now, in life’s glad morning, fit
Thy spirit for the skies,
Then, though we meet no more below,
In the bright world above,
Our souls shall be together knit
In everlasting love.
Andover, Maas.

Dr. Danforth once ndvised a gentleman, whose servant was
suffering in consequence of his epicurean habits to carry him
some hundred miles into the country, and leave him to find his
way home on foot, and without money. The expedient proved
successful. The poor fellow labored hard to find his way back
to his master’s liberal board, but when he returned all traces
of dyspepsia had disappeared.
We have had young men apply to us for relief from a lan
guid feeling, a weakness in all their joints, and ail indisposition
to move, or apply themselves to their calling: but when they
were asked whether they took much exercise, they almost in
variably would answer, “no: for they did not feel strong
enough.” “Is your appetite good?"
“ Yes,- excellent."
“ What do you eat?” “ W/iy meat tuice a day; a piece of pud
ding or pie at dinner, and drink a cup of coffee in the morning,
and tea at night."
When urged to leave off drinking coffee
and tea, and eating meat; to take exercise, and live upon bread
and milk, they could not do it; for they were weak, and wan
ted something to strengthen them.
By requesting them to
follow these simple directions for a few days, and promising,
that if they were not better, medicines should be given, they
have usually listened to the advice reluctantly; and are soon
astonished at the change. They begin to have more strength,
and their morbid appetite leaves them.
What would have
been the result, had they continued to eat as usual, and taken
a little stimulus or tonic medicine?
Why, they would have
felt relieved for a few days, hut when the stomach had been
taxed to its utmost, it would have risen in rebellion, and have
nullified the whole body.

A. D. S.

MISCELLAN Y.
Ezbkciss and Diet.—The late eccentric Dr. Danforth, of
Boston, gained great celebrity in curing Dyspepsia.
Ilis
practice was to send his patients out of town, and he directed
them to walk in, in the morning, and out at night; and more
over never to eat a mouthful after dinner till the next morn
ing. There are three advantages derived from this course,
vix. a change of air, exercise, and abstemious habits; and this
is undoubtedly the only philosophical course for those to pur
sue who suffer from dyspepsia, from causes which we have sug
gested, at connected with sedentary habits.

Improvement of Canal Navigation.—By recent experi
ments, it appears to be well tested, (paradoxical as it may seem,)
that boats propelled on Canals at a greater speed than ten miles per
hour, will not waste or otherwise injure Ihe banks, as much as boats
propelled, at from four to seven miles per hour.
This fact we have been satisfied of, for several years past, and
have seen some experiments tried to prove it. Within a short
time past, if we are correctly informed, this principle has been
so well established in Scotland, that boats now ply on the
Forth and Clyde Canal, propelled by Steam at a rapid rate.
We are pleased to learn that a company in Philadelphia are
about building a boat on a similar plan to navigate the Ches
apeake and Delaware Canal.
We think Mr. Burden’s Sea Serpent Steamboat plan will
be admirably calculated for rapid canal travelling; it may be
worth while for those interested in canals, to turn their atten
tion to the subject. This is the age of improvements.—Am.
System.

apparatus is to be propelled by the same power used in work
ing the factory machinery, and the heat can be increased or
dimished with the utmost ease.

Divorces.—An erroneous statement was made in the Ga
zette a short time ago, as to the number of divorces for which
application had been made to the Supreme Court during the
Circuit of 1833. At the same time it was stated that proba
bly fifty applications were annually made to the Legislature.
In noticing these facts, other papers have made some strange
mistakes. If any of them wish to give the true version, it is
this: Two hundred cases were pending in the Supreme Court,
during its Circuit in 1833, commencing in April and Decem
ber.—Besides these, applications have been made to the Le
gislature in a great many cases, estimated as approaching fifty,
at the last session, and the prospect of as many at the present.
This, though had enough, is not so bad as some have stated it
It may well make an Ohioan exclaim ‘O heigh, Of’ without
perpetrating a pun, as does one of our Atlantic contempora
ries in reference to it.—Cin. Gaz.

Another Somnambulist—A correspondent of the Bridgeton, N. J. Whig, who has read the recent extraordinary ac
counts of the Sleeping Preacher, in Springfield, Massachusetts1
communicates to the editor the fact of the existence of a similar wonder in Cumberland County.
The subject is a lady,
about twenty years of age, who sleeps more than half of the
day time, whilst pursuing her ordinary business.—She eats
drinks, sings, reads, writes, cyphers, &cc.
She can read and
sew in a dark room. Sometimes she awakens while going
from home on business, and is obliged to return to ascertain
the motives of her errand.
What she docs when asleep, she
does not remember when awake, but recollects again when as
leep, and her work is done as regularly when asleep as when
awake. At times she appears to be insane.
1'atuitv arising from Old Age.—Fatuity from old age
cannot be cured, but it may be prevented, by employing the
mind constantly in reading and conversation in the evening of
life. Dr. Johnson ascribes the fatuity of Dean Swift to two
causes; 1, to a resolution lie made in bis youth, that lie would
never wear spectacles, from the want of which he was unable
to read in the decline of life; and 2, to his avarice, which led
him to abscond from visiters, or to deny himself to company,
by which means be deprived himself of the only two methods
by which new ideas are acquired, or old ones renovated. His
mind, from these causes, languished from the want of exeieise,
and gradually collapsed into idiotism, in which state he spent
the close of his life in a hospital founded by himself for per
sons afflicted with the same disorder of which lie finally died.

Indigo—The history of Indigo in America is very curious.
At one time it was the second staple produce of Carolina.
Mrs. Pinckney received some indigo seeds from her father,
the governor of Antigua. Sheplanted them in March, 1742—
the indigo was cutdown by the frost—she planted again in April, and it was lostlpgain; she tried again, and having suc
ceeded, she distributed the seed.
lienee the culture became
common, and in a few years it was au article of export.
Hon. J. K. Guernsey, of Pittsford, has sent to Wm. Prince
& Sons a recipe for a composition for wounded trees, which
will preserve the wood sound until the bark grows over it. It
is made of one part tar and two parts of powdered chalk.—
The tar is gently heated, and the chalk stirred in. It should
be applied when hot, and if too brittle to work well, add inoro
tar.—TV. B. Farmer.
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Patent Generator op Heat__ We don’t know, says the
Northampton Courier, what will come next. Innovation and
change and improvement oeset us on every side, and they fol
low each other with alarming rapidity. We are almost afraid
what the rapid march of mind and mechanical genius may yet
bring forth, but we believe the most visionary philosophers
have never dreamed of producing heat without some sort of
fuel, or warming an edifice without ordinary care.
We un
derstand an apparatus has been invented in this State, and the
experiments have been satisfactorily tested, of heating factories
and all other large edifices by friction alone. The heat is gen
erated, we understand, by heavy iron cylinders revolving rapid
ly upon each other, and the warmth produced is carried by
pipes and conductors into every part of the edifice. The whole ROBERT JONES.................. ............... Crawfordsville, Indiana.

